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“Conservation is a state of harmony between men and land...Harmony with 

land is like harmony with a friend; you cannot cherish his right hand and chop off his left...

The land is one organism.” 
       -Aldo Leopold, A Sand County Almanac
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Executive Summary

The Big Idea

Owls Creek and the surrounding environment are the inspiration 
that has driven this plan from the beginning.  Identified early in 
the process, the Creek has continued to reinforce our purpose. 
The stories from the old-timers painted the picture that we could 
all envision and allowed us to connect the assets of this area.  The 
input from the City of Virginia Beach Residents. We are thankful 
for their contribution as this is truly a citizen’s master plan. The 
Creek is the heart of the master plan. Essentially the master plan 
area is the watershed of Owls Creek and all the surrounding 
properties that influence its environment. The area will 
encourage development that shares common themes with the 
Virginia Aquarium and that benefits the community both socially 
and economically. The Virginia Aquarium & Owls Creek Area will 
consist of multiple venues all with a common purpose related to 
marine and inshore environment education and entertainment.

The Master Plan was a 10 month, multi-step process generated 
with the input of residents, stakeholders, City of Virginia 
Beach and the Virginia Aquarium.  The conceived Master Plan 
is intended to encourage development or redevelopment of 
regional significance by preserving existing community and 
heritage, protecting the natural environment, facilitating a mix of 
land uses,  encouraging transportation connectivity, enhancing 
the character, providing incentives for quality development 
and giving definition to the Aquarium & Owls Creek Area. The 
benefit of the study translated into short and long term goals 
for implementation. This master plan is intended to be a “living 
document” that is flexible to changes in the economy, new 
opportunities and cutting edge technology.

This Master Plan focuses on sustaining the strong vision for the 
area to be implemented in phases that will encourage momentum 
and leverage future opportunities. This report offers economically 
viable solutions to be implemented and enumerated as to 
how they contribute to the Virginia Beach destination tourism 
market and add benefits for the local population. We are very 
enthusiastic in regards to the future of the City of Virginia Beach 
and this amazing environment known as Owls Creek.

Purpose of a Master Plan

Planning is crucial to effective management of any program. 
Good plans make the difference between cost-effective, proac-
tive management and costly crisis management. Plans establish 
focus and direction. They provide the framework for program 
implementation and a basis for consistent decision making. They 
are tools for determining budgets and other support needs. 
Redevelopment in the Virginia Aquarium and Owls Creek Area is 
inevitable. It is imperative that the City be armed with a master 
plan that will guide City Council and City Staff in a responsible 
redevelopment direction. Also, the community members have 
spoken as seen in three Public Workshops and numerous stake-
holder meetings. So, it is essential for the City to abide by a plan 
that will create the best value of the land while improving the 
environment and sense of community for those living and work-
ing in the Virginia Aquarium and Owls Creek Area, City of Virginia 
Beach at large and the Greater Hampton Roads region. 

It is also the primary goal of a master plan to spark growth and 
encourage the developers to take an investment risk in an area 
on the verge of redeveloping. It is very encouraging to have 
recent investments in Ocean Breeze and this will encourage 
other developers to follow suit. In return the developer needs 
a guarantee that the adjacent properties will emerge only to 
raise the value of their property as growth continues. Without 
the adoption of a Master Plan both the City and the private 
developers have no assurance of how the City or the properties 
within the area will materialize. Often, communities and private 
developments never reach their true potential without a master 
plan. Fortunately, the City of Virginia Beach is aware of these 
strategies and the outcome from the Virginia Beach Convention 
Center only validates the efforts of the City. With clear goals and 
a shared vision of how the Virginia Aquarium and Owls Creek 
Area should develop, the end result is more likely to benefit all 
parties, the community members, the City officials, and the pri-
vate developers. These three entities have the power to shape 
development and with a Smart Growth, Environmentally Based, 
Community and Conservation flexible master plan in hand, they 
are more assured to create a destination that will serve the 
City of Virginia Beach Residents as a healthy community that is 
economically and environmentally sustainable for future genera-
tions. 

• Demonstrates a new planning approach that could be a 
“lighthouse” process for other localities to follow; includes 
a hand-off from the professional planners to an Organizing 
Committee, Leadership Committee, Executive Committee 
and Steering Committee for implementation until the Master 
Plan has actually become a reality.

• Stakeholders joined a Steering Committee (55 members) in 
order to implement the Plan, not just create it, via a planning 
process used by Exxon-Mobil executives for the six focus 
areas.

• Extends and builds upon an existing Oceanfront Resort Area 
Strategic Action Plan, as a natural extension of the resort 
destination, yet a green transition to the rest of the City that 
is the most populous in Virginia.

• Encourages public, philanthropic and commercial investment 
in the future of Virginia Beach.     

• Included in the planning team was a development specialist 
who inspired Aquarium Foundation members to institute 
fundraising programs that will garner investor participation. 

Realizing the Master Plan 

Once the plan is implemented, the Aquarium & Owls Creek area 
will be an area of “urban evolution,” serving as a cultural and 
scientific hub for Virginia Beach; adding alternative energy jobs and 
educational opportunities for students and scholars; increasing 
the exposure of Hampton Roads, and the Commonwealth of 
Virginia; attracting more grants and funding of all kinds and from 
a variety of sources; creating a year round tourist destination for 
Hampton Roads; supporting the convention center’s group sales 
trade; and serving as an economic engine for the region and 
state.  Specific innovative outcomes include:

• Funded by a public/private partnership between a non-profit 
foundation for a city-owned and operated public aquarium 
and a city department of parks and recreation.  The City of 
Virginia Beach’s Open Space Preservation fund has already 
grown the City’s parkland by 40% in just 10 short years of the 
City’s 50-year history.

• Creates a central urban waterfront park for residents and 
tourists alike, unlike any other local amenity. 

• Immerses people into the marine environment for a 
memorable experience that inspires environmental action.
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Executive Summary

Implementing the Master Plan

The Virginia Aquarium and Owls Creek Area Master Plan has 
identified several opportunities for physical enhancements, re-
development opportunities and environmental programming 
that will benefit the City of Virginia Beach. 

The study has defined a twenty year master plan for the Virginia 
Aquarium and Owls Creek Area connecting the site as it relates 
to the theme of marine science in Virginia Beach.  The six main 
focus areas to be included are:  Recreation, Research & Technol-
ogy, Education, Entertainment, Economic Development, and Ex-
hibits. The focus areas are listed in order of implementation to 
allow the City to build momentum with projects that are within 
reach financially. These focus areas have been integrated into the 
Master Plan to create a place that embodies the southern charm 
of Virginia Beach and leaves a legacy of preservation that can be 
embraced by future generations.

Due to the foresight of the City of Virginia Beach and The Vir-
ginia Aquarium Foundation this plan has the momentum to real-
ize the opportunities prioritized within this task. It also assumes 
growth rates based on published information provided by the 
City of Virginia Beach. The Master Plan is meant to be flexible 
and agile towards adjustment based on market conditions and/
or development opportunities. The economic analysis here in 
will also give a guide the feasibility of projects and subsequent 
refinements will be necessary based on changing market condi-
tions. There are four committees that are tasked with keeping 
the focus on the end product. These committees are known as 
the implementers.  They are the executive, organizing, leader-
ship, and steering committees.

The four Development Areas are as follows: (1) The Marina Fish-
ing Center, (2) Research Center at Owls Creek Point and Marsh-
view Property, (3) The Entertainment and Education Area, and 
(4) The Virginia Aquarium and Research Area. All of the develop-
ment areas will have “build-out” timelines that anticipate dura-
tions including; Phase I (1 - 5 year), Phase II (5 - 10 year) and 
Phase III (10 - 25 year) for implementation. Overall area improve-
ments include signage and identification, marketing, branding, 
development and ongoing funding strategies that will benefit the 
entire area.

Anticipated Master Plan Outcomes

The RFP challenged the planners to “Create a place that is nation-
ally recognized as a center of excellence having to do with the 
coastal and marine environment, and which engages programs, 
facilities and relationships.” Our vision was to include parks with 
active and passive recreational opportunities; preservation areas, 
trails and outdoor exhibits which bring attention to the shoreline 
habitat and its changing environment; environmental conser-
vation learning opportunities; overall pedestrian and multi-use 
connectivity throughout the study area; partnerships with higher 
education; marine science research facilities; multi-generational 
educational  facilities and experiences;  and an exhibit building to 
help annual Aquarium attendance grow from 650,000 to 1 mil-
lion.  Also, as a tourist-based community, provide a several- day 
visit experience as well as extend the season for the 2.75 million 
annual visitors.

5 Simple Rules to Success

There are five important rules to the success of this master 
plan that will be key in realizing that the Virginia Aquarium 
and Owls Creek Area truly is revitalized for the City of Virginia 
Beach.  These five rules can be applied in any City or program 
that wishes to improve the quality of life for its citizens by get-
ting improvement projects “in the ground”. We have set up a 
summary for each rule based on our observations throughout 
this study which apply specifically to the City of Virginia Beach.
 
1   Use your assets 
The streets, parks, civic buildings, community members, devel-
opers - all communities have these assets so use them to your 
advantage. Improve the streets to be a place where the com-
munity members spend their time and money. Reevaluate the 
parks and green spaces of the city; provide diversity in size and 
activities that can exist within each. Civic buildings and public 
spaces should be anchors of the community. They should be the 
buildings that set the precedence in architecture and mainte-
nance. The community members and developers that live and 
invest within the City have a voice and should be an integral 
part of the planning process. Listening and working together to 
ensure all parties will benefit in some manner from decisions 
made is essential. 

2   Get your house in order 
Establish a quick fix program; simple solutions such as having 
flower boxes or welcome pots added to the fronts of municipal 
buildings, flags or banners hung, paint any signage or lighting a 
uniform color that is easy to upkeep (black), make sure no street 
lights are burnt out. This is also known as the broken glass effect 
- clean environment leads to success. An organized maintenance 
program is key, give City staff ownership in different municipal 
properties. The “Keeper of the Creek or Park” program advertises 
which City worker oversees each property, instilling ownership. 

3   Get in the win column 
Complete small projects today, large projects tomorrow. It is 
important for the City to make immediate strides for the com-
munity to recognize their commitment to redevelopment and 
an improved quality of life. For example Owls Creek holds a 
special place in most citizens’ hearts; clean-up and beautification 
improvements should be implemented along the edge of the 
creek immediately. The City can also succeed by consistent com-
mitment to maintenance; maintenance is the City’s credibility. It 
is imperative that the City lead by example, whatever regulations 
the City wishes to hold private developers to, the City must make 
the commitment that they are serious about adhering to those 
requirements as well. 

4   Focus your work 
Find an organizing principal to implementing the program. The 
Creek – the creek is the life line of the area. Fragmented work 
makes little progress; citizens want to see visible successes. 
Setting capital improvement projects on a schedule that can fol-
low the efforts around the creek may help with managing timing 
of improvements. Incremental phasing can follow the creek as 
well. All of the development areas around the creek should sup-
port the environmental focus of the master plan. Work with the 
book end theory in mind, invest in anchors and fill in the middle. 

5   Institutionalize it 
Create a Virginia Aquarium and Owls Creek Area environmentally 
friendly design checklist – a quick an easy tool to making sure 
developments coming on line and existing properties are abid-
ing by the guiding principles of the environmental based master 
plan. Empower the Virginia Aquarium and Owls Creek Area 
Steering Committee to oversee immediate follow through on all 
necessary steps for the master plan to be adopted as a compre-
hensive plan amendment and forward in the future as the group 
that will ensure the plan is implemented to its full potential.
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Master Plan
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The Master Plan incorporates comments received through the 
planning process while promoting environmental stewardship, 
education, and progressive planning.  The majority of the 
forested areas on the government property, throughout the 
Marshview Property, and on the point at the end of Owls Creek 
Lane were preserved and all development on these properties 
was kept to the bare minimum.  Nearly all of the development 
in the plan is located on currently developed properties, which 
in turn have the maximum visibility, accessible routes, and 
existing infrastructure. Connectivity throughout the area is 
also improved via pedestrian connections, water taxi stops, 
trail networks, and bike routes.  This connectivity through 
various means of transportation will help reduce environmental 
impact by reducing the need for vehicular transportation.  
Compatible land uses were also chosen and incorporated the 
comments of existing land owners that chose to participate.  
The plan maintains all existing residential areas while promoting 
acceptable development as permitted by the adjacent Naval Air 
Station Oceana.

ENTERTAINMENT AND 
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Enlargement Plan

Virginia Aquarium and Research Area

The Aquarium area is planned to create expansion 
opportunities focusing on environmental education, 
stewardship, and research.  The Aquarium Exhibit Building 
expansion to the north of the existing building provides 
additional space for exhibits, banquet facilities,  and meeting 
rooms that would put Virginia Aquarium alongside the top 
tier aquariums in the world.  The area between the existing 
building and the new exhibit building would have a lawn 
and amphitheater looking out over Owls Creek serving as 
a central space along the public waterside boardwalk.  The 
guest experience would begin to the south as they leave the 
parking garage and get a peek into the research side of the 
aquarium and then cross General Booth along a skywalk.  To 
the north, the new green research building would provide 
space for environmental and energy related research.   
All buildings are sited to avoid saltwater marshes and to 
provide water access if necessary.  The boat ramp would 
remain in its current prime location, serving the public, the 
aquarium, and the green research building.  The area to the 
north of the launch would have enhancements of a public 
open space and promenade.  Residential lots to the north 
would be encouraged to keep a buffer from the waterfront 
in order to preserve the shoreline views.
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AQUARIUM AREA (PROPOSED BUILDINGS: 211,000 sf)

1     AQUARIUM EXHIBIT BLDG.  (2-3 LEVELS, 200,000 sf)

2     AQUARIUM ADDITION  (1 LEVEL, 11,000 sf)

3     EXISTING HARBOR SEAL AQUARIUM

4     ARRIVAL COURT

5     SERVICE AREA ACCESS

6     PLAZA, AMPHITHEATER & INTERACTIVE FOUNTAIN

7     BOARDWALK PROMENADE OVER WATER

8     CONNECTION TO SKY-LIFT RIDE

9     EXISTING AQUARIUM BUILDING

10   SERVICE YARD

11   SKY-WALK FROM PARKING & RESEARCH BUILDING

RESEARCH AQUARIUM (PROPOSED BUILDINGS: 90,000 sf)

12   RESEARCH AQUARIUM BLDG.  (2-3 LEVELS, 60,000 sf)

13   ARRIVAL COURT   

14   RESEARCH OFFICES WING  (4 LEVELS, 30,000 sf)

15   PARKING STRUCTURE (5 LEVELS,  1198 spaces)

16   SERVICE YARD

17   CONNECTING ROAD TO CAMP PENDLETON

BOAT RAMP
18   EXISTING BOAT RAMP W/ DOCKS

19   EXISTING BOAT RAMP PARKING

20   BOARDWALK CONNECTION 

GREEN RESEARCH BUILDING (PROPOSED: 80,000 sf)

21   GREEN RESEARCH BUILDING  (2 LEVELS, 80,000 sf)

22   OVERLOOK DECK

23   ARRIVAL COURT

24   RESEARCH BUILDING PARKING (100 spaces)

25   GUEST COTTAGES (5 cabins)
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Site Section / Elevation

Elevated Dock w/ Water Taxi Stop Event Lawn with Interactive Fountain / Public ArtBoardwalk Plaza Plaza Arrival Court

Arrival Court & Skyway Connection
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Landscape Buffer with Sky Bridge behind General Booth Blvd.Pathway Aquarium Wet Lab Research Building and Parking Structure
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Architectural Sketch

KEY MAP

Proposed Aquarium 
Exhibit Building
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Enlargement Plan

Research Center at Owls Creek Point and 
Marshview Property

The Owls Creek Point area at the end of Owls Creek 
Lane and the Marshview property are probably the two 
most sacred spaces throughout the project area.  The 
plan aims to create uses that are aligned with the goals 
of preservation and environmental education while 
maintaining a low intensity use and keeping the amount 
of vehicular traffic on the Owls Creek Lane residential 
street to a bare minimum.  The development for the Owls 
Creek Point area consists of  Research Center Buildings 
for local and visiting researchers.   The vehicular access to 
this area would be limited by a controlled entrance from 
Owls Creek Lane.  Visiting researchers could be shuttled 
there via boat which would add to the experience.  The 
point would also have a trail network that would link up 
with the overall trail system throughout the nature park 
on the Marshview property.  The Marshview property  can 
offer nearby residents amenities including open nature 
trails, lookout-towers, boardwalks, open play recreational 
fields, and possibly a dog park.  Through environmentally 
sensitive design and construction these elements could 
be integrated the natural environment in a manner that 
does not degrade the natural resources or beauty of 
the property.  Exhibits, public art, and geocaching could 
also be integrated throughout the trails adding to the 
environmental education opportunities within Owls Creek.
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Site Section / Elevation

Forested Preserve Collaborative Research FacilityTrail Arrival Circle

Owls Creek Research Retreat
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Research Symposium Center Nature Preserve with TrailTerrace Wetland Owls Creek
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Architectural Sketch

KEY MAP

Owls Creek Research Center
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Enlargement Plan

LEGEND

SOUTH RETAIL/DINNING (PROP. BUILDINGS: 164,000 sf)
1     RESTAURANT  (1 LEVELS, 6,000 sf)
2     RETAIL VILLAGE NORTH (1-2 LEVEL, 25,000 sf)
3     RETAIL VILLAGE SOUTH (1-2 LEVEL, 33,000 sf)
4     RETAIL VILLAGE COMPLEX  (2-3 LEVEL, 100,000 sf)
5     RETENTION LAKE / WATER FEATURE
6     PLAZA & LAWN AREA
7     SERVICE AREA
8     PARKING STRUCTURE (6 LEVELS, 962 spaces)
9     SURFACE PARKING & BUS DROP-OFF
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Entertainment and Education Center

The entertainment and education area of the plan is designed 
to create cohesion and a common theme with all the land 
uses.  With the expanded waterpark and additional rides at 
the motor world park there would be one continuous area 
and an entertainment village as the core of the area.  The tidal 
marsh draining out to Owls Creek would become the focal 
point of the entertainment village with retail and restaurants 
on both sides, and a signature restaurant located out on 
the point with views overlooking the creek.  The message 
of sustainability would resonate with environmental exhibits 
along the overwater boardwalks and through the botanical 
garden with native species.   The aquarium would have an 
outdoor adventure park geared toward the adrenalin seeking 
visitors with a zip line and high ropes course, this would 
create the unique opportunity to get the visitors immersed 
in the natural beauty around them.
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SEATACK ELEMENTARY
10   EXISTING SEATACK ELEMENTARY SCHOOL BUILDING
11   ATHLETIC FIELDS
12   WALKWAY TO AQUARIUM BUILDING

ENTERTAINMENT VILLAGE (PROP. BUILDINGS: 179,500 sf)
13    INDOOR WATER PARK COMPLEX  (1 LEVEL, 83,500 sf)
14    WATER PARK TOWER
15    ENTERTAINMENT VILLAGE  (1-2 LEVELS, 41,000 sf)
16   WAVE POOL TOWER
17   OWLS CREEK RESTAURANT (2 LEVELS, 13,000 total sf)
18   WATER TAXI DOCK
19   ARRIVAL COURT
20   EXISTING OCEAN BREEZE WATER PARK
21   OUTDOOR WAVE POOL
22   OUTDOOR KIDS PLAY AREA
23   INTERIOR WATER CONNECTOR
24   WATER SLIDE AND LOUNGE POOL W/ LAZY RIVER 
25   MOTOR WORLD SERVICE YARD
26   ROLLER COASTER AMUSEMENT RIDE
27   EXISTING MOTOR WORLD PARK
28   EXISTING MOTOR WORLD MAIN ENTRANCE
29   INDOOR GO CART TRACK (1 LEVEL, 42,000 sf)
30   WATER RETENTION & FILTRATION POND
31   VENDOR KIOSKS

AQUARIUM ENTERTAINMENT
32   ENTRANCE TO OUTDOOR AQUARIUM PARK
33   ZIP-LINE TOWER
34   BOTANICAL GARDEN
35   PARKING STRUCTURE (6 LEVELS, 961 spaces)
36   HIGH ROPES COURSE
37   CONNECTION TO TRAIL NETWORK

COASTAL PAVILION (PROP. BUILDINGS: 55,500 sf)
38   COASTAL PAVILION ADDITION  (2 LEVELS, 32,000 sf)
39   EXISTING COASTAL SCIENCE BUILDING
40   CONNECTION TO SKY-LIFT RIDE
41   AQUARIUM ENTERTAINMENT VILLAGE (2 LEVELS, 23,500 sf)
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Site Section / Elevation

Parking Garage Entrance South Village Retail / Restaurants Pedestrian Walkway

South Corner Entertainment Village
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Village Road with Parking South Village Retail / Restaurants

KEY MAP

Landscape BufferPedestrian Walkway Pedestrian Walkway
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Architectural Sketch

South Corner Entertainment Village

KEY MAP
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Marina District 

The Marina District plan proposes to enhance this already 
successful area by connecting the Oceanfront Resort Area to 
the rest of Owls Creek and by adding shops and restaurants 
at the eastern end of the marina.  The existing restaurants 
would be preserved and integrated into the development 
and a boardwalk would connect the whole area providing 
continuous waterfront promenade.  Parking garages would 
be located at the east and west ends replacing and adding 
to the existing parking capacity.  Residential towers would 
be located on top of the garages with impressive views 
looking out on Owls Creek and towards the ocean.  A pier 
would extend out to the east side of the marina along with 
a main building housing open air shops and a restaurant.  
Public plazas and walkways around the whole village 
would create an uninterrupted pedestrian experience.  
The existing restaurants and residential buildings would be 
maintained and enhanced with the waterfront promenade 
and plazas for residents and patrons.

LEGEND

MARINA PARK (PROPOSED BUILDINGS: 2,700 sf)

1     MUSEUM (LOCAL HISTORY, SEATACK, FISHING, ETC.)

 (1-2 LEVELS, 2,700 sf)

2     RUDEE LAKE GATEWAY PARK

3     RUDEE WALK (CONNECTION TO BEACH BOARDWALK)

EAST Marina District (PROPOSED BUILDINGS: 133,500 sf)

4     RESIDENTIAL ABOVE PARKING (5 LEVELS, 57,000 sf, 48 units)

5     RETAIL & RESTAURANT VILLAGE  (2 LEVELS, 63,500 sf)

6     PIER SHOPS & RESTAURANT  (2 LEVELS, 13,000 sf)

7     PUBLIC PIER

8     WATER TAXI STOP

9     VILLAGE PLAZA & INTERACTIVE FOUNTAIN

10   PARKING STRUCTURE (4 LEVELS, 455 spaces)

11   EXISTING APARTMENTS / CONDOMINIUMS

 

WEST Marina District (PROPOSED BUILDINGS: 47,000 sf)

12   RESIDENTIAL ABOVE PARKING (3 LEVELS, 37,000 sf, 31 units)

13   RETAIL (4 LEVELS, 10,000 sf)

14   PARKING STRUCTURE (4 LEVELS, 455 spaces)

15   EXISTING HOOKS RESTAURANT

16   PUBLIC PLAZA

17   EXISTING RUDEE’S RESTAURANT

18   ARRIVAL COURT

19   EXISTING ROCKAFELLER’S RESTAURANT

KEY MAP
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Plaza/Boardwalk with FountainWater Taxi Stop
Marina Pier w/

Retail Space with Signature Restaurant Above Boardwalk BoardwalkLake Rudee

Pier Shops & Marina Village
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Boardwalk
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Architectural Characteristics

The conceptual architectural direction at the Virginia 
Aquarium and Owls Creek Area divides into three distinct 
groups: 

Group A) Virginia Aquarium exhibit building; skywalk from 
parking; new arrival structures 

Group B) Research Aquarium building, parking structure for 
aquarium, green research building; research housing; research 
facility and center 

Group C) Marina District, entertainment education areas, 
Coastal Pavilion addition 

Specific conceptual architectural characteristics particular to 
each group are shown in the chart below.

Priorities List

The approach for the architecture at Virginia Aquarium and 
Owls Creek Area is conceptually envisioned as a range and 
variety of architectural styles and motifs rooted in the com-
mon objectives listed below: 

1. Provide solutions and systems that are environmentally 
sensitive and sustainable. 

2. Provide articulation and pedestrian scale to building 
mass. 

3. Where possible and appropriate use sustainable natural 
materials. 

4. Achieve LEED rating, levels to be determined. 

5. Provide architectural variety and interest both each area 
and as separate areas or “neighborhoods.”

6. Provide architectural design standards for materials, fen-
estration, shading and shelter, articulations, lighting, sig-
nage, colors, graphics which work both to provide energy 
and varieties as well as cohesion and clarity to the area 
as a whole. 

 A  Aquarium  B  Research Area  C  Marina District

OVERALL 
STYLE Contemporary Contemporary Beach 

CHARACTER 
• Landmark 
• Take advantage North/Creek facing 

facade transparent 
Edgy, pitched roofs articulation Pitched roofs, porches, towers, upper 

story balconies articulation 

MASSING Curvilinear, elevated with entry on 2nd 
level, multi level 

Rectilinear with angled elements, 1-2 
stories 

Rectilinear, some curved or faceted 
elements, articulation 

FENESTRATION Large glass window wall Linear with skylights Individual Windows / French Doors

PRIMARY 
MATERIALS 

• Aluminum
• Glass
• Wood paneling

• Wood
• Glass
• Composite panels

• Wood
• Glass

SUSTAINABLE & 
ENV. FOCUS Yes Yes Yes 

COMPONENTS Curves Porches, trellis Porches, trellis, awnings, towers 
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Foreword

The Virginia Beach and Owls Creek Area is a noteworthy com-
munity with a diverse population demographic, economic 
vitality with a relaxed beachfront design aesthetic.  It offers 
opportunities for new development, as well as, opportunities 
for redevelopment of existing environments.  This document is 
intended to be a framework for consistent design and decision-
making.  It will help guide growth and development in Virginia 
Beach in a positive and cohesive direction. 

Our goal is to provide direction so that the Virginia Aquarium 
and Owls Creek Area can grow in an environmentally, economi-
cally, and socially sustainable manner.  We hope to assist this 
portion of the City of Virginia Beach to establish itself as a 
unique community and as a source of inspiration and pride for 
all of its residents and many annual tourists.  

Disclaimer:
By using this document, the recipient assumes all risks associat-
ed with their use and, to the fullest extent permitted by law, to 
hold harmless and indemnify the City of Virginia Beach and the 
City of Virginia Beach’s professional associates and consultants 
from and against all claims, liabilities, losses, and expenses 
including attorney fees, arising out of or resulting therefrom.  
Any copy of this document or portion thereof must include this 
copyright notice.  Prior notice and purchase of photography 
used within this document must be completed before the docu-
ment can be reproduced for any other purpose.

1. Introduction

Purpose

The Virginia Aquarium and Owls Creek Master Plan Design 
Guidelines are intended to supplement the existing City of 
Virginia Beach Land Development Regulations. These guidelines 
take into consideration the distinct character of Virginia and 
more specifically, the Virginia Aquarium and Owls Creek Area. 
They are formulated to facilitate the development of a viable 
urban design framework that is conducive to the overall enjoy-
ment and safety of residents and visitors. The guidelines also 
seek to enhance the elements that lend the Virginia Aquarium 

and Owls Creek Area its unique character, while improving the 
overall aesthetic and functional quality of the Area. 

The development principles presented in the following sections 
are meant to implement the intent of the Master Plan.  They 
will serve as performance criteria used as part of the evaluation 
of site plans, permits and requests for design adjustments.  The 
principles are meant to promote development or redevelopment 
that fulfills all the desired criteria with respect to image, scale 
and livability.

The principles that follow are intended to complement, not 
supersede the existing ordinances, policies, standards, and 
regulations pertaining to the development of land in Virginia 
Beach.  In areas adjacent to the Ocean Front Resort Area care 
should be taken to ensure that proposed development is con-
sistent with and complements the zoning and form base code 
provisions of the Ocean Front Resort District.

2. Master Plan Guidelines

Master Plan Design Guidelines provide recommendations ori-
ented toward fostering positive relationships between the pub-
lic and their environment by specifically addressing design ele-
ments.  They are a mechanism by which aesthetic control may 
be exercised when designing the areas within the Master Plan.  
This section also includes guidelines for treatment of building 
facades and frontages, and also pertains to aspects such as 
plaza design, water features, sculpture and art and sidewalks 
among others.

2.1 Multimodal Transportation  

(A) Intent.  Multi-modal transportation is the movement 
through, within, and outside an area by multiple 
means of transportation.  By traveling this way people 
produce less carbon with less car trips, they get a better 
perspective to take in their surroundings, and traveling 
becomes part of the experience.  As this plan developed, 
the design team and City started to realize the many 
opportunities for multi-modal transportation within the 
project area.

Buildings close to the street, continuous awning cover, comfortable

rail/bus stops, narrow streets and buildings with height to cast shadow, 

make for a comfortable transit oriented street meeting the needs of 

the pedestrian, bike, rail rider, and vehicle.

 
(B) Principles

(1) Racks for bikes and parking for surreys throughout 
the Master Plan area are encouraged

(2) Water taxi stops throughout the Master Plan area 
should be located at strategic locations per the 
Master Plan, connecting to other circulation net-
works throughout the area.

(3) Boardwalk, trail, sidewalk and pathway connec-
tions and routes should be connected to circulation 
nodes to encourage visitors and residents to use 
several modes of transportation.

  (4) Circulation nodes should be located at strategic 
locations per the Master Plan to create logical 
transfer points from one mode of transportation to 
another.

(5) Pedestrian connections should offer shade and 
protection from the weather at strategic locations 
through the area.

(6) Transportation routes and stops throughout the 
Master Plan area should be clearly labeled with 
uniform signage along with transportation maps at 
notable stops.

(7) Modes of transportation that produce minimal if 

any carbon emissions should be encouraged with 
possible incentive for both users and providers.

2.2 Components of Place

(A) Intent Components of place give areas the characteristics 
that make a place special or unique, as well as foster a 
sense of authentic human attachment and belonging. 
They enhance our surroundings, foster strong, unique 
communities, and improve and beautify the area.  They 
also unify the contextual elements of an area creating a 
strong cohesive sense of place.

(B) Principles

(1)  Walkability is the cornerstone and key to an urban 
area’s efficient ground transportation.  

(2)  Safety and visual appeal are key elements of cre-
ating a pedestrian-friendly environment.  Streets 
must be safe and attractive in order to attract and 
retain shoppers and residents.  
(a) Provide on-street parking and landscaped 

bump-outs at intersections to separate pedes-
trians from moving vehicles. 

Successful pedestrian friendly streets effectively separate pedestrians

From moving traffic, allow for safe street crossings, and are streets full

of interest.
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(b) Provide landscape buffers in the sidewalks to 
further separate pedestrians from vehicles.

(c) Provide shade trees, arcades, galleries, awnings 
and canopies to provide cover from rain and 
moderate temperatures on the sidewalk along 
the building’s street frontage.  Provide qual-
ity architectural detail in streetscape ameni-
ties and building facades to increase interest, 
appearance, and richness in the pedestrian 
experience.

(d) Provide views to intriguing vistas to help entice 
people to walk longer distances.

(e) Design intersections to reduce crossing dis-
tances, provide clearly marked crosswalks that 
are aligned with sidewalks and provide auto-
matic crosswalk signals.

(3)  Alternate, parallel paths of travel enhance all 
modes of mobility, and reduce reliance on single, 
multi-lane and high-speed arterials and collectors 
that inhibit pedestrian and bicycle activity.  This in 
turn enables multi-lane roadways to incorporate 
on-street parking and wider sidewalks, both of 
which enhance retail and pedestrian activity.   

(4)  Symbols of the Community.  Defining a character 
for each street type allows visitors to be more 
aware of the function of the street. Street scale 
and symbols along the street improves way finding 
ability and creates a unique sense of place that will 
be remembered.
(a) Use landmark treatments at entry streets to 

announce arrival.
(b) Use pavers and specialty landscape treatment 

at crosswalks and major streets to define 
important intersections.

(c) Use different tree species to indicate varying 
street types.

(d) Use a determined Owls Creek Area identifica-
tion seal or logo on key site amenities to create 
a contiguous sense of place.

(C) Hardscape Treatments.  One of the multiple components 
of place that help define an area and can provide uni-
formity include the hardscape treatments. The following 
table 2.2(a) provides the recommended hardscape treat-

ments for spaces throughout the Master Plan area based 
on their function and location.

Table 2.2(a)
TRAILS
• Compact aggregate
• Oyster shells
• Wood chips
• Pine straw
• Asphalt

BRIDGES AND DECKING
• Timber/Trex decking
• Pedestrian and vehicular
• Steel/rustless
• Concrete/ modular

BOARDWALKS AND PATHWAYS
• Concrete (colored/ stamped)
• Pavers (clay/concrete)
• Porous pavers
• Porous concrete
• Compressed aggregate pavers
• Use with structured soils
• Structural slab
• Root paths, etc
• Recycled glass
• Sandblasted
• Stained
• Exposed aggregate
• Rubber pavers
• ADA compliant

SPECIALTY/ PLAZAS
• Storytelling
• Festive
• Educational
• Donor pavers/ stairs/etc
• Play areas (rubberized play surfacing)
• Embedded lighting
• ADA compliant

PARKING LOTS
• Asphalt
• Porous asphalt
• Curbless
• Porous pavers
• Gravel
• Red gravel 

STREETS
• Asphalt
• Porous asphalt
• Porous pavers
• Curbless 

3.3 General Open Space

(A) Intent.  Open space is not only a physical space but 
serves dually as functional linkages between areas and 
neighborhoods.  Open space as part of all new develop-
ments is integral to the overall pedestrian experience 
throughout the Master Plan area.  Open space encourag-
es outdoor circulation and activity, which in turn creates 
a safer and more pleasant environment for residents and 
tourists.  Open space in conjunction with new develop-
ments and infill should be located and designed to meet 
the needs of residents, businesses, and other users; to 
ensure a proper pedestrian scale; and in some cases to 
provide pervious area to serve the handling of storm 
water drainage.   

(B) Principles.  To increase usable/ attractive open space 
within the Master Plan area that benefits both the public 
and private developers the following principals are sug-
gested: 

(1) Design public and private development projects 
to include usable, common open space consistent 
with one or more open space typologies discussed 
in this section (i.e. plazas, courtyards, water front 
parks, etc.). This common space may assume a 
variety of different forms of site design solutions, 
but all common open space shall be integrated 
into the overall design of the new development 
and should easily connect to surrounding build-
ings and other pedestrian connection routes (and 
where possible, to adjacent open space networks).

(2) Maximize potential of all underutilized land within 
the Master Plan area and create a plan for revital-
izing and connecting these spaces.

(3) Encourage development of strategic water sites 
along the Marina, Aquarium, and Entertainment 
area with park features so that the area is dually 

serving the community in function and aesthetics.
(4) Encourage all new parks to be cutting edge public 

spaces that embrace environmental sustainability, 
education, and integrate technology components.

(5) Provide streetscape environments (existing and 
future streets) that have a strong commitment 
to the pedestrian – comfortable walking, shaded 
seating, attractive pedestrian-scale features.

(6) Increase pedestrian connectivity throughout 
the Master Plan area through various forms (i.e. 
boardwalks, trail networks, promenades, path-
ways, etc.) creating linkages internally and to the 
boarding areas (i.e. Rudee Walk, Resort District, 
Camp Pendleton, neighborhoods, etc.).

Improved sidewalks , trees in tree grates, cafe tables and umbrellas, 

benches, decorative awnings, potted plants, bike parking and transit 

shelters can all serve as streetscape improvements that enhance street 

character.

2.4  Types of Open Space

Besides traditional “park space” it is important that other types 
of spaces be developed, for example:  plaza, preserves, court-
yards, and promenades for social and recreational uses.  Types 
of open spaces that are recommended throughout the four 
main development areas are identified in this section.  Table 
2.4(a) shows the recommended locations for these spaces. 
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Table 2.4(a)
Marina District
• Pedestrian Streets
• Plazas
• Courtyards
• Linear Waterfront Park
• Promenade
• Landmark Park
• Open Space Connections

Marshview Park & Owls Creek Point
• Recreational Fields
• Nature Preserves
• Trails
• Boardwalks

Aquarium Area
• Plazas
• Linear Waterfront Park
• Promenade
• Open Space Connections
• Nature Preserves

Entertainment Area
• Pedestrian Streets
• Plazas
• Courtyards
• Linear Waterfront Park
• Promenade
• Open Space Connections
• Botanical Garden

(A) Pedestrian Streets include streets that will focus on 
ground floor retail and large amount of pedestrian activ-
ity.   Pedestrian streets should have the widest sidewalks, 
streetscape elements, and ground floor uses that result in 
a comfortable and interesting pedestrian experience.  

Sidewalls and cafe seating space both contribute to common open 

space.

(1)  Characteristics:
(a) Developers may install sidewalk elements, 

such as commemorative plaques or artwork, 
as approved by the city, at the main entrance 
to buildings.   

(b) The sidewalk paving pattern and materials 
should be continuous and flush.   

(d) Walking paths shall be adequately lit.  
(e) Sidewalk furniture (benches, drinking foun-

tains, etc) should be abundant.
(f) Compliance with the applicable street/side-

walk section is required (ex: specifications for 
street lighting, awnings, paving, street furni-
ture, etc.).

(B) Plazas are large outdoor rooms that extend the public 
realm from the street or sidewalk to the main entry of an 
adjacent building.  They enhance the pedestrian environ-
ment and will invigorate adjacent developments/ districts 
within which they are located.

Public plaza space located in the median is  adjacent to retail and resi-

dential uses.

(1) Characteristics:
(a) Plazas should connect to public areas and be 

physically and visually accessible from the public 
sidewalks.  

(b) The plaza shall be accessible to the public for at 
least the time of normal business hours.  

(c) Entries to the plaza, business and storefronts 
within the plaza shall be designed and lighted so 
they are safe and visible to plaza guests, avoiding 
hiding places.

(d) Plazas should have adequate mix of sun vs. shad-
ed areas.  

(e) Vehicular access, loading, or parking within the 
plaza is prohibited. Emergency access drives will 
be considered through the plaza upon review of 
integration into plaza design.

(C) Courtyards can be located within the confines of building 
walls, sometimes between multiple developments.  Many 
times courtyards are not directly visible or open to the 
street.  They are smaller than plazas.  The following princi-
pals are suggested when designing a courtyard:

Courtyards can be tucked behind buildings giving amenity for building 

uses with views onto the courtyard.

(1) Characteristics and requirements.
(a) The courtyard shall be accessible to the public 

for at least the time of normal business hours.  
(b) Courtyards should be physically accessible from 

the public sidewalks. 
(c) Entries to the courtyard, business and store-

fronts within the courtyard shall be designed 
and lighted so they are safe and visible to court-
yard guest, avoiding hiding places.

 (f) No vehicular access, loading, or parking is per-
mitted.

(D) Linear Waterfront Parks/Promenades can be found within 
urban areas, connecting multiple businesses and areas of 
interest via attractive pedestrian and sometimes shared 
bicycle routes. Improvements to the pedestrian connec-
tions around Owls Creek & Rudee Inlet would increase 
walkability and property values of adjacent businesses and 
residents. The specified public and private spaces adjacent 
to these existing water bodies as well as future water bod-
ies should be utilized as linear parks or promenades.  
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Utilizing alternate forms of storm water management drainage sys-

tems can serve as water feature amenities to the public.

(1) Characteristics 
(a) Linear parks and promenades shall be physi-

cally accessible and clearly visible from adjacent 
street corridors and adjacent business entries.

(b) Landscape and site lighting within the park/ 
promenade shall not impede the flow of the 
pedestrians.

(c) No vehicular access, loading, or parking should 
be located within the promenade.  Although, 
emergency access drives can be integrated 
along linear parks or promenades.

(d) Parks and promenades should consist of ade-
quate lighting, and directional signage that is 
pedestrian-scaled.

(E) Recreation Fields are important to the overall success 
of the Master Plan area, providing a location for orga-
nized sports and free play that support residential needs.  
Recreation fields are green spaces specifically used for 
organized or non-organized sporting events and usually 
consist of but are not limited to: multi-use fields, baseball 
fields, tennis courts, basketball courts, etc.

     

Maintaining existing and planning for future public and ball fields is 

encouraged. These fields serve the community needs as well as serving 

as large pervious surfaces for storm water management.

(1) Characteristics
(a) Recreation and ball fields shall be ADA acces-

sible.
(b) Recreation and ball fields shall provide signage 

clearly stating field hours of operation.
(c) Recreation and ball fields shall not spill light pol-

lution on surrounding residential uses.
(d) Greywater use is recommended for irrigation of 

fields.
(e) Field lights shall utilize cut-off fixtures adjacent 

to residential and mixed-uses.
(f) Security fencing shall be at a minimum black or 

dark green vinyl coated chain-link.  Decorative 
aluminum fencing (powder coated black) is 
encouraged.

(g) Fields must provide adequate and attractive 
seating, signage, and lighting. 

(F) Landmark Parks are signature parks that highlight and 
physically represent the ideals/history of the area.  The 
Master Plan area would benefit from a signature park that 
could have an iconic element, interactive water features, 
educational component, passive and active areas, and 
space for outdoor events.       

Amphitheaters, icon sculptures, and interactive fountains are just  

some of the main features a city park can include that serves the com-

munity.

(1) Characteristics
(a) Landmark park design should be state of the 

art, reflections of the community’s past and 
suggestions to its future should be evident.  
Educational components should play an impor-
tant role as well as a schedule of events that will 
draw people to the park.

(b) High quality site features and materials (pave-
ment, lighting, seating, signage, etc.) are 
encouraged.

(c) The landmark park should be physically acces-
sible from all surrounding public sidewalks, to 
ensure pedestrian access.

(d) The landmark park should connect to a main 
public thoroughfare.  

(e) Parking should be kept to a minimum; alternate 
forms of transportation to the park are encour-
aged.

(f) Drought resistant plants or use of greywater for 
irrigation is encouraged.

(G) Common Open Space Connections consist of public and 
private sidewalk, boardwalk, and promenade connections.  
These connections are the key to the ensuring walkabilty of 
the community and the success of common open spaces.  

(1) Sidewalks consist of two (2) types:  sidewalks as part 
of a pedestrian street experience and independent 
sidewalks that traverse a site and connect separated 
developments.  Comfortable sidewalks with attractive 
paving, generous landscape, shade trees, and attrac-
tive/ functional lighting create a memorable experi-
ence for pedestrians walking throughout the Master 
Plan area. The following principles should be reviewed 
when designing sidewalks:

(1) Characteristics 
(a) Sidewalks shall be comfortable and 

attractive. When possible, the use of 
special paving materials and patterns are 
encouraged (ex. Pavers, colored concrete, 
etc.).

(b) Adequate seating and lighting should be 
integrated into sidewalk design.

(2) Boardwalks are wooden walkways for pedestrians over 
and through wetlands, coastal dunes and other sensi-
tive environments. In many parts of the U.S. today the 
term “boardwalk” often carries more the connotation 
of a waterfront, pedestrian, entertainment district 
than the original meaning of a wooden path.  In the 
case of the Owls Creek area the boardwalk serves as 
both a wooden walkway and the elevated wooden 
decking over sensitive natural environments.

(1) Characteristics 
(a) Wooden walkways that serve as a circula-

tion connection over wetlands should be 
at minimum 10’ wide to accommodate 
both pedestrians and cyclists. 

(b) Pedestrian and bicycle routes should be 
clearly marked.

(c) Adequate lighting and seating should be 
integrated into boardwalk design.

(d) Educational exhibits along boardwalk are 
encouraged.

(3) Trails are paths with a rough dirt/stone or sometimes 
asphalt surface used for travel. Trails may be for use 
for hiking or cycling epending on the overall circulation 
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networks connections and the intended usage of the 
path.  They provide a clear circulation route through 
natural areas protecting surrounding natural areas.

(1) Characteristics 
(a) Difficulty of trails may be designated by a 

uniformly used colored symbol (i.e. Green 
circle – easy, Blue Square – moderate, 
Black diamond – difficult).

(b) Trailheads and routes should be clearly 
marked with provisions not to leave their 
designated route.

(c) Maps should be located throughout the 
circulation network to provide clear direc-
tions for users.

(d) Educational exhibits are encouraged 
throughout the trails to provide users the 
opportunity to learn about the surround-
ing natural areas.

(H) Nature Preserves are protected areas of importance of 
wildlife, flora, fauna or features of geological or other 
special interest.  They are reserved and managed for con-
servation to provide opportunities for education, study, or 
research.

(1)  Characteristics
(a) Preserves should include trail and boardwalk 

networks that are linked to the overall circula-
tion networks throughout the Master Plan area.

(b) Wildlife species within the preserve should be 
protected from hunting and predation similar to 
that of a wildlife refuge.

(c) Preserve should provide educational programs 
or opportunities with local organizations.

(d) Educational displays and exhibits should be 
located throughout to enhance the learning 
experience.

(I) Botanical Gardens display a mix of the themes having a 
strong connection with the general public.  There is the 
opportunity to provide visitors with information relating 
to the environmental issues being faced at the start of the 
21st century, especially those relating to plant conservation 
and sustainability.   

(1)  Characteristics
(a) Plants should include a variety of species, genus 

of local, regional, or worldwide significance that 
are accurately labeled and logically arranged.

(b) Gardens should include educational displays and 
exhibits for visitors to learn about the charac-
teristics of plants and their role in our natural 
environment.

(c) It would be mutually beneficial if programs 
within the gardens are associated with local 
schools and universities in the fields of taxono-
my or plant research.

(d) Gardens should be run by a scientific organiza-
tion with a mission directly correlated to that of 
the Virginia Aquarium and geared towards pres-
ervation on conservation of local natural areas.

2.5  Signage Guidelines

The City of Virginia Beach signage regulations shall apply to all 
signage in the Master Plan area. 

(A) Intent. Signage and graphics will affect the overall char-
acter of the Master Plan area.  In addition to serving the 
functional purpose of informing and directing pedes-
trian/ vehicular traffic, well designed signs establish a 
visual identity of an area.  To be truly effective, all signs 
must contribute to the cohesiveness of the project. The 
Master Plan area will be serving a broad spectrum of 
people ranging from residents, tourists, students, and 
shoppers.  Some will be walking or riding a bicycle others 
will be driving or utilizing transit.  Public and private sig-
nage design must relate to all of these various users.

   

Successful example of gateway signage with beach architectural style 

of Virginia Beach.

(B) Principles.
(1) Signs should be integrated with the building facade 

on all primary frontage street ground floor uses.
(2) Whenever possible, signs located on buildings within 

the same block face shall be placed at the same 
height in order to create a unified sign band

(3) Signs may be internally illuminated in a channel-
letter system or a box that is integrated into the 
architecture of the building.  

(4) Signage should be elegant and distinct with a sign 
that has small city charm.

3.6  Landscape Guidelines

This section establishes recommended landscaping guidelines 
within the Master Plan area.  Landscape elements help soften 
the views and surrounding of spaces while adding interest 
through color, texture, and fragrances.  They can also provide 
cooling shade in public spaces, accent important areas, and 
buffer as well as screen environments.  This section provides 
general guidelines for a landscape throughout the Master Plan 
area.

(A) Guidelines.  

(1) Generally.  Planting areas should be layered and 
dense to therefore create a continuous “sense 
of green.” These planting areas will contribute 
immeasurably to the districts’ visual pleasure, 
especially in the enjoyment of natural outdoor 
amenities.  In addition to these, a consideration 
to preserve the natural materials should be given, 
as well as attempt to utilize indigenous materials 
when adding to the planting.  The following guide-
lines offer both functional as well as aesthetic 
information.

(2) Ground Plane Materials.  Shrub materials, in their 
wide variety of forms, colors, and  textures, pro-
vide the basis for visual interest and spatial defini-
tion below eye level. When properly used, masses 
of shrub material can become the unifying ele-
ment in the landscape, bringing diverse landscape 
elements into overall harmony. Through contrast-
ing variations in form and texture, seasonal color 
displays, ground plane materials also contribute 
much to the variety and interest of the landscape.

Green roofs also soften views from nearby widows and varied size, 

texture and color of plants creates interest.  Photo of Virginia Beach 

Renaissance Academy.
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(3) Upper Story Materials.  Upper story materials will 
provide aesthetic and functional value to the dis-
trict.  These plant materials will provide canopies, 
soften or enhance architectural elements.

Large canopy trees and palm trees planted and maintained appropri-

ately create an urban forest than reduces energy use and  captures 

CO2 emissions from vehicular traffic.

(4) Vines and Groundcovers.  Vining plants are often 
used to climb walls, providing both textural relief 
and shade for the surface. Trained on trellises, 
they give supplemental shade and color interest.  
Groundcover plants form low, spreading mats, 
which require little maintenance and effectively 
stabilized banks and slopes from wind or water 
erosion.

(5) Accent Materials.  Plants, which singly or in small 
groups provide a distinctive display because of 
their outstanding flowering, seasonal color, inter-
esting form, or habit of branching, should be used 
as specimens or accents in the landscape. Careful 
placement of accent plants will provide strong 
points of focal interest within the overall planting 
scheme.

(6) Shading and Cooling.  A critical need of all public 
sites will be the provision of shade and relief from 
the summer heat especially in open areas of high 
pedestrian usage.  Maximum impact of the sun 
will usually occur to the west and southwest of 
tall structures. Tree materials are excellent shade 
producing elements, but different tree types are 
useful in different circumstances.

Trees with large leaves and a dense canopy pro-
duce heavy shade under their crown.
Single trees will provide ‘islands’ of shade, while 
groups of trees, spaced either formally or infor-
mally at intervals, can form a “bosque” effect 
which can make large areas useful for daytime 
activities.

Shade trees can be planted for dual purposes: to shade pedestrian 

walkways and parking and  to serve as a physical buffer between side-

walk  and roadway.

Since consistent shade may hinder growth of 
other plants beneath such trees, it is recom-
mended that bosques only occur in predominately 
paved areas, or else care is taken to under plant 
with shade tolerant species.

While shrubs and ground cover do not produce 
shade directly useful to humans, they are highly 
beneficial in reducing ground temperatures and 
evaporation from the soil, and in moderating 
reflection and glare.

In the design of areas for maximum daily use, the 
dynamics of solar movement must be understood 
so that trees may be located for maximum shade 
advantage.  Sun angles and altitudes determine 
the best location for trees in relation to use areas.

Whenever public spaces adjoin private develop-
ment, the shade provided by buildings should be 
utilized. Beyond the building shadow, however, 
canopy trees can effectively extend the total 
amount of comfortable surface area available. 
Smaller, less formal areas, such as tot lots, may 
require only intermediate sized trees due to the 
reduced scale of the space.  Small, intimate spaces 
such as unit terraces may be successfully shaded 
with a single small tree.

(7) Screening.  A second consideration in the use of 
plant materials relates to their adaptability in the 
screening of use areas and to protect and enhance 
project elements.  Dense planting along streets 
and drives can soften vehicle noise as well as aid 
in the filtration of dust from the air.  All levels of 
planting contribute to the screening of streets and 
parking areas.  Proper placement of under story 
plant materials can eliminate headlight glare from 
approaching vehicles.

Planting can be introduced to take advantage of 
cooling breezes as well as to mitigate the effects 
of major winds considered undesirable project 
elements.  Proper species selection and plant 
placement can funnel breezes to desired areas.  
Plant materials are highly useful in the visual 
screening of unsightly views such as exposed utili-
ties, storage areas, loading areas, or parking lots. 
Efforts should be made to identify areas, which 

are potentially distractive to the visual environ-
ment, and employ screening with plant materials.

Through deliberate placement, plant materials 
(especially trees) can direct a person’s view to 
an important area.  In the same way, planting 
can enclose a view.  When planting along pub-
lic streets, consider the door swing of vehicle, 
stopped at the curb.  Avoid situations where plant 
materials will interfere with easy door opening or 
ingress/egress of the driver.  If there is a conflict, 
the plant materials will eventually become dam-
aged.

Shrubs & Vines planted along the back side of this trellis screens the 

visual access to environments behind it.

Treatment of the area below a tree should consid-
er the variety and the amount of area surround-
ing the tree. Heavily used areas should use a tree 
grate. Softer materials can be used in less intense 
situations.

Nearly every vehicle has an overhang. It is neces-
sary to remember this when landscaping around 
streets, parking lots, etc. The overhang can occur 
at either end of the vehicle. Often, oil can drip 
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from the vehicles.   This can damage plant materi-
als placed to close too the vehicles.

(8) Design Simplicity.  A natural plant association 
may contain thousands of plants, and these may 
have many diverse forms and space relations. 
Nevertheless, there exists even in nature the strict 
unity of one governing element that links the 
parts.  In any plant composition there should be 
a predominance of material, color, or texture to 
give needed unity. Accent material should then 
be introduced to play against the dominant mate-
rial creating the needed contrast.  A complicated 
planting scheme, except in unique situations, is 
seldom as successful as simple masses, with a 
predominant species to provide unity and a few 
individual accent plants.

These principles apply to all scales of develop-
ment, with masses and accents occurring in great-
er size and number, but retaining the same pro-
portional philosophical approach.  Plant material 
should be clustered to create a feeling of mass. At 
the same time, there needs to be enough variety 
of plant material to suggest richness.

Equal attention needs to be paid to the ground 
plane.  Ground cover plants need to be selected 
with as much care as trees and shrubs.  Careful 
selection of groundcovers can add exciting colors 
and textures to the ground plane.  Whenever pos-
sible, use ground covers in lieu of grass.  Once 
established, ground covers will require less con-
stant maintenance.

(9) Color.  The use of blooming plants will be a major 
objective in highly used areas throughout the 
Mater Plan area. It should be an aesthetic goal of 
all public sector development to utilize flowering 
material.  The use of perennial plants to anchor 
planting massing and annual blooming plants 
should provide a rotation of seasonal color.

Attractive at-grade planters with colorful planting at intersections uti-

lizes color and texture to mark a pedestrian crossing.

Permanently planted materials should occur in 
large bold masses of unified color, with consider-
ation given to their textural scale and compatibil-
ity with adjacent materials during periods when 
they are not in bloom.  The use of temporary, 
blooming plants can be accomplished through 
both in ground and container grown plant mate-
rial.

(B) Landscape Treatments.  Throughout the area there are 
several different types of spaces that contribute the 
Master Plan area as a whole.  The following table 2.6(a) 
recommended landscape treatments for these spaces 
based on their function and location.

Table 2.6(a)
WOODLANDS
• Buffer preservation/enhancement
• Reforestation
• Canopy thinning
• Selective pruning
• Understory planting
• Invasive species irradiation  
• Fallen trees as habitat
• Native species

TIDAL MARSHES
• Floating woodlands
• Spartina marsh
• Restorative planting
• Parameter removal
• Wetlands bank retention  
• Native species
•	 Interpretive stations

PERIMETER PLANTINGS
• Trees, shrubs, etc.
• Located at entrances to spaces
• Create connections to other spaces
• Signify identity/ownership
• Definition to the spade
• Provides visual cues/orientation
• Native species

BUFFERS
• 100’ wide (approx.)
• Sound attenuation 
• Native species
• Visual and storm protection
•	 Evergreen and deciduous
• Restorative plantings

PARKS
• Turf/artificial/slow grow
• Natives
• Educational signage
• Commemorative Plaques

STREET PLANTINGS
• Uniformity 
• Diversity 
• Street as a place
• Native species

PARKING LOT PLANTINGS
• Shade/heat island
• Pollutant removal
• Depressed islands (rain gardens)
• Spatial definition
• Circulation center
• Managed visibility
• Labels/education
• Groundcovers/shrubs
• Roof gardens (on garages)

ENHANCED NATURAL PLANTINGS
• Native/adaptive species
• Accent/Specimen planting
• Visual framing/screening
• Labeled species (education)
• Limited/drip/passive irrigation 
• Lighting for planting
• Limited turf
• Container planting
• Productive Gardens

BUILDING PLANTINGS
• Green roofs (interior/exterior)
• Living walls
• Interior trees
• Container planting

BUILDING FOUNDATIONS
• Evergreen base 
• Architecturally responsive
• Accent planting
• Natives/adaptive species
• Provide architectural scale
• Irrigation/passive/drip
• Colorful species
• Fragrant species
• Lighting for planting

2.7  Building Design Guidelines

The amount of articulation on a façade can create interest and 
an architectural vocabulary relating to the vernacular of the 
area.  This section provides principles to enhance the mass and 
articulation of the buildings as well as provide general building 
design guidelines for the architecture in the Master Plan area.

(A) Massing and Articulation.  Massing refers to the bulk 
plane of a building.  The perception of building mass is 
influenced by the building’s distance from the street, its 
height relative to its width, whether height is reached 
in one or multiple vertical and/or horizontal planes, and 
the spacing between buildings.  Articulation refers to the 
treatment of a building’s façade and massing that ulti-
mately forms a significant part of the individual building’s 
“expression” and by extension, the quality of the overall 
built environment.  A blank façade has no articulation.  A 
façade with substantial fenestration, balconies, character 
lines,  columns, etc. is highly articulated.  
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(1) Buildings are encouraged to vary in overall height 
and not be contained in a single volume of continu-
ous height. Buildings should step back in height 
when adjacent to pedestrian spaces.  

Various building facade treatments and articulation add interest to 

street front.

(2) All buildings should have a minimum of two (2) 
planes of vertical separation.  

Multiple planes of vertical separation on a building facade is shown 

above.  One large building successfully appears as if it is three small 

buildings.

(3) The lower floors of the exterior facade vertical 
plane should enhance the pedestrian environment 
by incorporating appropriate architectural features. 
Such features include cornice, molding string cours-
es, ornamentations, changes in material or color, 
and other sculpting of the architectural surface, 
which add special interest and are compatible with 
public sector site elements. 

(4) Pedestrian bridges extending over public right-of-
way may be permitted providing those connections 
have secured legitimate air rights over the public 
corridor and meet all applicable codes.   The location 
of pedestrian bridges should be limited to building 
complexes where buildings share common needs/ 
uses or when the interaction between users of the 
buildings is important for the success of the use.  

(5) Where possible, rooftops should be designed to 
accommodate various forms of human activity such 
as sun decks, outdoor cafes, etc. Roof surfaces not 
allocated to human activity should be finished with 
a surface material that does not affect the quality 
of views from surrounding buildings or site lines 
from taller buildings should be directed away from 
unsightly rooftops. All rooftop mechanical equip-
ment, stair, and elevator towers should be designed 
as an integral part of the building volume and/ or 
adequately screened. Encourage green roofs where 
appropriate/possible.

(B) Principles
(1) Facades of buildings should be divided into individual 

storefronts or entries.
(2) Large expanses of glass should be subdivided into 

smaller units.
(3) Differentiation through differences in materials and /

or color should be provided at the base and the top 
of windows

Awnings, planter boxes, and differing materials at window ledges 

are all successful forms of detailing windows with interest at street 

frontage.

(4) The ground-level floors should be visually separated 
from floors above through the use of architectural 
elements that could include awnings, canopies or 
lintels, or by recessing the ground-floor level from 
the floor above.

(5) Store entrances should be recessed, not flush, with 
the edge of the building facade, to provide shelter for 
persons entering and exiting, to articulate the façade, 
and to provide maximum window display area at the 
entrance. 

(6) Landscaping should provide additional texture at 
street level as well as increase pedestrian awareness 
of buildings, their entrances and the visual access.  
Decorative planters are encouraged as well as trees 
planted utilizing tree grates. 

(7) Ornamental fountains, waterfalls, sculptures, arbors, 
trellises, planted beds, clock pedestals, awnings, 
canopies are encouraged.

(8) Stepping the building, by setting upper floors back 
from the wall plane or lower floors, can also reduce 
the apparent scale of the building and establish a 
“base” and a “top.”  Changes in mass should relate 
to structural system(s) and the organization of inte-
rior space. 

(9) New development, or the retrofitting of existing 

development, should address the public sidewalk.  
Design of the sidewalk-level facade should be incor-
porated into the design of the overall building. 

(10) Ground level facades that face the street should be 
designed with entrances, windows, display windows, 
or other display devices.

(11) Increased articulation at ground level and at levels 
where people interact directly with the building pro-
motes a more “human scale”.

(12) Increased articulation at primary facades (those on 
major thoroughfares) is appropriate to provide a 
sense of hierarchy in the visual environment.

(13) Individual buildings can have varied approaches to 
architectural articulation with respect to each other 
but should have a consistent approach within a 
single building in terms of proportion, limited mate-
rial mix, etc.

Example of successful architectural articulation which invigorates the 

street front.

 
(C) Architectural Landmarks – Architectural landmarks are 

significant buildings that help anchor important open 
spaces.  They help create hierarchy within the built 
environment with respect to the open spaces that they 
define and create common points of focus and reference 
within the built environment.
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Example above of and existing landmark building that experienced new 

life by acting as the focal point of a public plaza and enclosed by retail 

and residential uses.

(1) Principles.
(a)   Architectural landmarks should be located 

in prominent locations and at the end of 
important vistas as they become reference 
points and anchors.

(b)   Architectural landmarks should have a 
building program that speaks to the com-
munity as a whole and is used by the 
broader public.

(c)   Architectural landmarks should have pro-
grams with frequent use and large numbers 
of people; they naturally become focuses of 
energy within a city.

(d)   Traditionally, architectural landmarks have 
been city halls, post offices, religious facili-
ties, theaters, and museums. Although, 
private buildings can be considered for 
architectural landmark status based on the 
nature and quantity of use, a significant 
campus building for instance would be an 
appropriate example.  

(D) Characteristics
The approach for the architecture at Virginia Aquarium 
and Owl’s Creek area is conceptually envisioned as a 
range and variety of architectural styles and motifs root-
ed in the common objectives listed below: 

(1) Provide solutions and systems that are environ-
mentally sensitive and sustainable. 

(2) Provide articulation and pedestrian scale to build-
ing mass. 

(3) Where possible and appropriate, use sustainable 
natural materials. 

(4) Achieve LEED rating (levels to be determined).
(5) Provide architectural variety and interest both to 

each area and as separate areas or “neighbor-
hoods”. 

(6) Provide architectural design standards for materi-
als, fenestration, shading and shelter, articulations, 
lighting, signage, colors, graphics which work both 
to provide energy and varieties as well as cohesion 
and clarity to the area as a whole. 

The conceptual architectural direction at the Virginia 
Aquarium and Owl’s Creek area divides into three dis-
tinct groups: 

Group A)  Virginia Aquarium exhibit building; skywalk   
  from parking; new arrival structures 
Group B)  Research Aquarium building, parking struc-

ture for aquarium, green research building; 
research housing; research facility and center 

Group C) Marina District, entertainment education   
  areas, coastal pavilion addition 

Specific conceptual architectural characteristics particular 
to each group are listed in the following table 2.7(a).

Table 2.7(a)

Conceptual 
Characteristics 

A B C 

Overall Style Contemporary Contemporary Beach 

Character Landmark 
Take advantage of 
North/Creek facing 
façade transparent 

Edgy, pitched 
roofs articulation 

Pitched roofs, 
porches, towers, 
articulation 

Massing Curvilinear, elevat-
ed with entry on 
2nd level, multi 
level 

Rectilinear with 
angled elements, 
1-2 stories 

Rectilinear, some 
curved or fac-
eted elements, 
articulation 

Fenestration Large glass window 
wall 

Linear with sky-
lights 

Porches upper 
stories 

Primary Materials Aluminum 
Glass 
Wood paneling 

Wood 
Glass 
Composite 
Panels

Wood 
Glass 

Sustainable & 
Environmental 
Focus 

Yes Yes Yes 

Components Curves Porches, trellis Porches, trellis, 
awnings, towers 
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Design Guidelines Definitions

The following terms are defined specifically from the Design Guidelines.

Adaptive Species – A species favored by natural selection in a particular environment

Air rights – The right for a building or structure to project over and above the ground surface of a public right-of-way.

Bicycle and pedestrian ways – Means any road, path or way which is open to bicycle travel and traffic afoot and from which motor 
vehicles are excluded. 

Buffer – A specified land area used to visibly separate one use from another or to block noise, lights or other nuisances. 

Building frontage (length of) – The length of a building facade along a street, as measured horizontally between lot lines.

Building height – The vertical extent of a building measured in stories and feet from finished grade, and not including any portion of 
a roof, raised basement or a habitable attic.  

Bump-outs – Landscaped islands in parking lots or along streets and their intersections that delineate parking spaces and slow 
vehicular traffic.

Courtyard building – A building that occupies the boundaries of its lot while internally defining one or more private patios.

CPTED – Crime prevention through environmental design.

DNL Contour Map – A graphical representation of the noise exposure around an airport using the DNL metric. 

Façade – The front of a building

Fenestration – Windows and other exterior openings of a building. 

Greywater – Stormwater or wastewater that is treated and redistributed through for irrigation and other nonpotable water needs.  

Infill – Development occurring within areas that are already predominantly developed and have adequate infrastructure to support 
the build out.  Also means the retrofitting of new streets within an existing street network.

Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) – is an internationally recognized green building certification system, provid-
ing third-party verification that a building or community was designed and built using strategies intended to improve performance in 
metrics such as energy savings, water efficiency, CO2 emissions reduction, improved indoor environmental quality, and stewardship 
of resources and sensitivity to their impacts.

Molding – Decorative surface, plane, or curved strip.

Native Species – A species that occurs naturally in an area.

Open space – Any piece of open land or water body, public or private, within or adjoining to an urban area. It provides opportunities 
for rest and recreation, wildlife habitats and movement.

Parking structure – A building containing two (2) or more stories/levels of parking, inclusive of the surface parking underneath the 
second level.

Porch – An exterior appendage to a building, forming a covered approach or vestibule to a doorway, the floor of which is raised 
above the finished grade level of the ground around it and approximately level with the abutting finished floor elevation of the 
building.

Public access – The ability of the public to physically reach, enter or use a site.

Recreational uses – Activities within areas where recreation occurs.

Sound Attenuation – The reduction of the intensity of sound as it travels from the source to a receiving location by means of a buffering.

Story – A habitable floor level within a building of no more than fourteen (14) feet in height from finished floor to finished ceiling, 
except that the first floor may be up to twenty four (24) feet in height.

String courses – A molding or projecting course (row or layer of stones, tile, brick, shingles, etc.) running horizontally along the face 
of a building

Transit station – A transit stop incorporated into a principal building, and providing an air-conditioned seating area with television 
and electronic bus location information.

Understory Plants – The vegetation beneath the tree canopy  

Use - The purpose for which a structure or lot is arranged, designed or intended to be used, occupied or maintained.  

Walkway - A right-of-way intended primarily for pedestrians, excluding self-propelled vehicles.  
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7. Develop a Public education program fostering 
environmental stewardship in the watershed

8. Acknowledge persons, businesses and organizations 
improving 
• Sustainablity and/or
• Water quality with the watershed

9. Eliminate or reduce hypoxia/anoxia in Lake Rudee, Lake 
Wesley and Owls Creek

10. Identify, prioritize and fund new stormwater retrofit 
projects 

Long Term  (10-25 years)

1. Achieve improved fisheries for finfish and shell fish
2. City’s Sustainability Office serve as a repository of points 

of contact for local “best practices”

Annual Condition Assessment

The progress towards each goal and major subtask should be 
summarized and reported annually.  The status of goals could 
be categorized by “percentage complete” and trends related to 
environmental conditions could be assigned an annual “status” 
such as: 

• Improving, 
• No change, or
• Deteriorating

Such a streamlined “Condition Assessment” can then be used 
to annually reprioritize efforts and resources according to 
changing needs and the input of stakeholders and City Council.

7. Promote buffer restoration and water quality retrofitting 
as part of all conditional zonings, and exceptions to land 
use requirements

8. Prohibit feeding of wildlife through adoption of a City 
ordinance

9. Implement stormwater retrofit projects (those already 
budgeted and scheduled)

Moderate Term  (5-10 years)

1. Establish a watershed-wide Stormwater Ordinance that 
also addresses coastal/wetland buffers

2. Evaluate implementation of a Sea-Level Rise policy for 
new development and redevelopment

3. Achieve No Discharge Zone status for tidal waters in the 
watershed

4. Seek electric or natural gas powered boat fleet for water 
taxi system as its implemented

5. Develop Energy and Sustainability goals or policies for 
governmental, institutional and private development and 
infrastructure within the watershed that is cross-promoted 
to citizens and tourists
A. City and School Board facilities are already required to 

be LEED certified
B. Challenge all future institutional facilities to meet the 

City standard
C. Promote energy efficient housing, commercial and 

industrial facilities
D. Promote City’s special tax rate for energy efficient 

buildings
E. Promote Low Impact Development (LID) stormwater 

management practices
F. Promote the City’s sustainability practices in 

educational/promotional materials at public locations 
and encourage businesses to promote their efforts 
and those of the City into participating retail, 
entertainment and mixed-use businesses in the 
watershed

G. Allow distribution of promotional/educational 
materials regarding homeowner energy and/or water 
conservation programs of public/private utilities at 
public facilities and events.

6. Develop and promote a City Energy Star program in an 
effort to reduce energy use by 10% and thereby allowing 
participants to use the EPA’s Energy Star Label. 

Environmental Stewardship

Stewardship is the responsibility for the long term management 
of a place and its resources.  Environmental stewardship for 
the Owls Creek watershed will involve many if not all the 
stakeholders involved to date, and it is likely that new groups 
will also assist in this regard. To be effective over the long-term 
the Environmental Stewardship Implementation Plan must 
include a tracking system to verify whether progress is being 
made towards these goals, and whether and to what degree 
each goal was met. As many of the goals within those plans are 
complex, each goal will be evaluated by the Virginia Aquarium 
Owls Creek Area Executive Committee and delegated to the 
appropriate organization: either a City department, committee 
or private organization.  That group will then be responsible for 
identifying the tasks and subtasks necessary to achieve each 
goal, the anticipated schedule and the parties responsible for 
completing each effort.  

The following are the goals of this stewardship plan, categorized 
by how long each task may take if all are initiated immediately 
(please see the earlier portions of this document for a detailed 
discussion of each goal):

Short Term (1-5 years)

1. Establish a “Creek Keepers” (name to be determined) 
group (likely non-profit) whose goal is environmental 
stewardship and public education related to Owls Creek.

2. Establish an Owls Creek Clean-Up Day including a water 
quality and sustainability themed festival to conclude the 
effort

3. Establish stringent monitoring and accountability for 
dredged material disposal operations

4. City Requests For Proposals and economic development 
pursuits related to alternative energy (e.g. photovoltaic 
systems) should specifically require consideration of 
public facilities and properties within the watershed as 
appropriate

5. Request that the Convention and Visitors Bureau promote 
this Plan in attracting tourists and organizations interested 
in sustainability

6. Seek research/education partnering opportunities whose 
interests align with the objectives of sustainability, water 
quality improvement, biofuels, alternative energy and/or 
coastal sciences
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SCALED COMPARISON OF LAND USE
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Evaluation
This provides a qualitative review of the economic potential of 
the new land uses proposed in the Virginia Aquarium and Owls 
Creek Area Master Plan, with a focus on the four development 
areas identified in the plan. These four development areas 
include: the Virginia Aquarium and Research Area, the 
Marina District, Owls Creek Point, and the Entertainment and 
Education Area. It concludes with a summary of key economic 
and community benefits of the master plan that would accrue 
to the local economy and residents of Virginia Beach.

Master Plan Approach

The master plan for the Virginia Aquarium and Owls Creek Area 
has two primary approaches to future development within the 
project area. The first approach is to preserve existing natural 
areas and residential neighborhoods as they currently are into 
the future, with the exception of creating a public park on the 
Marshview Property. A public park at this location will include 
the addition of walking and hiking trails, greater connectivity 
to adjacent neighborhoods and the regional trail system, and 
interpretive exhibits that convey the story of Owls Creek and 
its unique coastal marine environment. Adjacent residential 
neighborhoods encompass some of the oldest and most 
established communities in Virginia Beach and will remain 
intact under the Master Plan. However, residents in these 
neighborhoods will derive benefits from the new public park,
through increased access to recreational opportunities and 
enhanced property values.

The second approach of the master plan is to diversify and 
intensify the level of real estate development in the four 
development areas in the project area. This infill development 
will enhance the existing base of economic activity within the 
project area as well as create additional economic activity that 
will enhance Virginia Beach’s local economy.

Evaluation of Economic Potential

The Virginia Aquarium and Owls Creek Area Master Plan 
provides a blueprint for the future growth and development 
of the area that will provide a variety of economic and quality 
of life benefits to Virginia Beach and its residents. Each of the 
development areas is considered in turn.

VIRGINIA AQUARIUM AND RESEARCH AREA
The master plan for this area includes major new additions 
to what is already the premiere visitor destination within 
Virginia Beach, including a new aquarium exhibit building 
linked to the existing aquarium, a new research aquarium, and 
a “green” research building. This complex will serve multiple 
functions and thereby diversify the base of economic activity 
in the Aquarium Area, creating a hub of marine science and 
“green” research and innovation. The master plan advances 
the recently expanded mission for the Virginia Aquarium and 
Marine Science Center to encompass education, stewardship 
and research. This new focus will expand the aquarium from 
its current position as a major public attraction and educational 
resource to a future position as a national leader in marine 
science research, environmental conservation, and model 
educational programs.

While the costs of these additions are substantial, the economic 
impact has the potential to be substantial and transfor mative. 
In general, major public attractions must re-invest to stay 
competitive and to induce return visitation. A rule of thumb 
in the commercial recreation industry suggests that average 
annual re-investment in new attractions should be 10 to 15 
percent of fixed assets to stay competitive. These can range from 
smaller additions of new exhibits or temporary exhibits which 
tend to maintain existing visitation levels and fee structures, to 
periodic larger expansions that may boost attendance or allow 
for higher fee structures. However, to increase attendance 
substantially, a major project is generally necessary, such 
as the one proposed in the master plan. Expansions and 
improvements are important to long-term viability of the 
attraction, as they reinforce existing visitation patterns, can 
increase facility capacity and often induce new visitation. These 
types of major expansions can positively impact visitation 
by 50 percent or more. In the case of the Virginia Aquarium, 
the experience of other aquarium expansions would indicate 
the goal of 1 million visitors is achievable based on current 
attendance levels. Research and conservation programs, which 
are often part of aquarium expansions, reinforce investments 
in public exhibits, strengthening educational programming 
and diversifying an aquarium’s business model to draw in new 
sources of revenue and encouraging collaboration with new 
institutional partners, such as universities, schools and not-for-
profit organizations.

In addition to enhanced visitation and the associated revenue 
generated by new public exhibits, the research building and 
green research building, which will be complementary though 

not necessarily directly operated by the Aquarium, have 
the potential to expand the Aquarium’s profile in research 
and education, by developing partnerships with educational 
institutions in the region and attracting grant and other funding 
from around the nation and internationally. These facilities also 
help to achieve Virginia Beach’s overall economic development 
goals and create linkages with targeted business clusters of 
Science and Engineering and Biomedical and Life Sciences.

MARINA DISTRICT
The master plan for the Marina District adds new residential 
condominium units, additional retail and restaurant space, and 
structured parking to replace lost surface parking as well as 
support the new infill development in this area. On the water’s 
edge, the plan will create a new promenade that connects 
into the existing trail system at Rudee Loop and creates 
continuous waterfront access for the general public. A public 
pier with shops and restaurants would be developed on Lake 
Rudee. Overall, the new uses will create additional vibrancy, 
activity and foot traffic in the Marina District, which will in 
turn enhance the market opportunities for existing businesses 
there by expanding the customer drawing power. This area will 
be enhanced as a mixed-use destination within Virginia Beach 
and thereby strengthen its profile as the southern anchor of, 
and gateway to, the Resort Area. Moreover, the increased 
activity in the Marina District and planned water taxi service 
to other areas in Owls Creek will generate more awareness 
and exposure for these key attractions, as well as greater 
awareness of the local watershed and its unique features. 

RESEARCH CENTER AT OWLS CREEK POINT 
The master plan for this area is a low-impact development 
that is a supportive extension of the research complex located 
primarily in the Virginia Aquarium & Research Area. This 
development includes additional research space. The plan 
for the Owls Creek Point area provides a unique venue in a 
natural setting for specialized research, learning laboratories, 
and small, research-oriented meetings and events that has 
the potential to draw a niche audience of marine scientists, 
educators, students, conservationists and other industry 
professionals. There are a number of specialized conference 
centers nationally that focus on a range of environmental 
sciences. Overall, this new research complex has the potential 
to be a unique venue that is supportive of the ongoing research 
in the area and that contributes to Virginia Beach’s events 
activity in a very specialized way.
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additional exposure for paid attractions and other commercial 
uses.

EXPANSION OF TOURISM
The expanded attractions base and other commercial 
development in the master plan will support the expansion of 
tourism in Virginia Beach, through new, year round and indoor 
attractions and greater capacity to serve peak season tourists. 
The master plan will contribute to the expanded profile of 
Virginia Beach as a visitor destination, thus benefiting the area 
overall. The master plan will provide additional destinations, 
helping to induce new tourist visitation and extend the stay of 
visitors to the area.

EXPANSION OF FORMAL AND INFORMAL EDUCATIONAL 
OPPORTUNITIES
The Virginia Aquarium will expand its role in formal and 
informal education through the master plan improvements. 
These educational benefits will lead to greater stewardship of 
the marine environment and advancement of science-based 
application in a real world, practical setting. Partnerships with 
elementary, secondary and higher education institutions will 
create new opportunities for lifelong learning and help to 
position Virginia Beach as a knowledge community.

GREATER CONNECTIVITY TO RESORT AREA AND CITY TRAILS 
One of the biggest barriers facing attractions on Owls Creek is 
the “psychic” distance from the end of the Boardwalk
to their doors. The expansion of the trail system, especially 
free and convenient waterfront access trails, and the water taxi 
service will create better connectivity with the Resort Area and 
enhance access to the Owls Creek Area.

EXPANSION OF RESORT AREA ACTIVITY
The Owls Creek Area already contains important Virginia Beach 
attractions. The plan will support the growth and development 
of these attractions through supportive commercial uses that 
extend the length of stay of visitors in the Owls Creek Area and 
in the Resort Area as a whole. This expanded zone of activity 
will relieve congestion on the beachfront during peak periods, 
contributing to the overall visitor experience of the place by 
reducing any negative congestion effects.

EXPANSION OF PARKLAND AND RECREATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES
Marshview Park and the multi-use trails throughout the Owls 
Creek Area will create new recreational opportunities that 
will contribute to the health and wellness of Virginia Beach 

residents. City parks and trails contribute significant quality 
of life benefits and have been shown to increase the value of 
adjacent properties.

DEVELOPMENT/EXPANSION OF GREEN ECONOMY
The master plan incorporates uses that support the development 
of green businesses and do so in an environmentally 
appropriate manner. The green economy is poised for growth 
with widespread public and private investment. The master 
plan helps to tap into this emerging trend and position Virginia
Beach and the region for economic development in this area.

ADVANCEMENT OF SUSTAINABLE DEVELOPMENT/GREEN 
PRINCIPLES
The master plan proposes environmentally sensitive 
development that restores the natural environment of the 
Owls Creek watershed. The development proposed as a part of 
the master plan can serve as a model for other places seeking 
to achieve future sustainability and serve as a laboratory for 
visitors to learn about how development affects the world and 
touches their lives.

CONTRIBUTION TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND QUALITY 
OF LIFE
Perhaps most importantly the master plan will contribute 
to the economic development within Virginia Beach and the 
region through expanded business opportunities, wages and 
jobs. These in turn will provide direct benefits to current 
and future Virginia Beach households through opportunities 
for economic advancement. In addition, the master plan will 
improve community self-esteem and citizenship, and will 
be a source of community pride and identity. The master 
plan will enhance Virginia Beach as a place to live, work and 
recreate, thus improving all aspects of the local economy and 
community.

ENTERTAINMENT AND EDUCATION CENTER
The master plan for this area includes expansion space for the 
existing attractions, creates new indoor and outdoor attractions, 
and introduces retail, restaurant and entertainment space to 
comprise a mixed-use leisure and entertainment destination. 
Under the plan, Motor World and Ocean Breeze would have 
expanded footprints, including new indoor space that will 
extend the operating capacity of these attractions outside the 
regular season and during inclement weather. New outdoor 
attractions would include an adventure park and a botanical 
garden. The planned retail, restaurant and entertainment 
space would create new visitor amenities that are supportive 
of nearby attractions. The overall effect of the plan is to create 
opportunities for daylong and multi-day visitor experiences in 
the Entertainment Area, expand the capacity of existing and 
new attractions to accommodate peak season visitors, create 
peak season “rainy day” destinations, and extend the tourism 
season with indoor attractions.

Summary of Key Economic and Community 
Benefits of the Master Plan

The following summarizes the key benefits of the Virginia 
Aquarium and Owls Creek Area Master Plan.

GENERATION OF FISCAL REVENUES 
The new land uses in the master plan will create economic 
activity that generates direct fiscal benefits to state and local 
government. Tax revenues will be generated in the project 
area in the following categories: real estate taxes, sales taxes, 
admissions taxes, and restaurant/prepared food and beverage 
taxes. New and returning visitors to the Virginia Aquarium and 
Owls Creek Area will also support tax revenue in the preceding 
tax categories through other activities throughout Virginia 
Beach, such as in lodging taxes.

EXPANSION OF THE ATTRACTIONS BASE
The expansion of the existing attractions—Virginia Aquarium, 
Ocean Breeze and Motorworld—and the introduction of 
new attractions—adventure park, botanical garden, and local 
museum—will create new leisure time opportunities for 
Virginia Beach visitors and residents alike during the peak 
summer season and in the off-season as well. The opening up 
of the Aquarium’s boardwalk free of charge and the creation 
of continuous boardwalks, trails and the Marina District’s 
promenade on Owls Creek will become attractions in their 
own right, providing a valuable public benefit and generating 
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Priorities List

The Virginia Aquarium and Owls Creek Area Master Plan 
has numerous proposed improvements and redevelopment 
opportunities. It also assumes growth rates based on pub-
lished information provided by the City of Virginia Beach. The 
master plan is meant to be flexible and agile towards adjust-
ment based on market conditions and/or development oppor-
tunities. The economic analysis of this master plan fwill also 
guide the feasibility of projects and subsequent refinements 
will be necessary based on changing market conditions. 

In regards to prioritizing the next steps, the team has outlined 
Immediate Priorities that apply to the entire master plan 
area. The Immediate Priorities should be completed within 
one year. The subsequent priorities apply to all development 
areas as well and should be completed based on the develop-
ment area phase. The four Development Areas are as follows: 
(1) The Marina Fishing Center, (2) Research Center at Owls 
Creek Point and Marshview Park, (3) The Entertainment and 
Education Area, and (4) Virginia Aquarium and Research Area. 
All of the development areas will have “build-out” timelines 
that anticipates durations including; Phase I (1 - 5 year), Phase 
II (5 - 10 year) and Phase III (10 - 25 year) for implementation. 

The following is a list of priorities that apply to all develop-
ment areas and the implementers that will assist with the 
completion of the tasks. 

Implementers:
  Organizing Committee (O)
  Executive Committee (E)
  Steering Committee (S)
  Leadership Committee (L)

Immediate Priorities
1. Develop Steering Committee “Sub-Groups” for 

Development Areas (E)
2. Support  Virginia Aquarium/Owls Creek Area Zoning 

Overlay (O)
3. Review Navy property easements for each development 

area (O)
4. Incorporate Master Plan into Comprehensive Plan (E)
5. Encourage Water Quality Standards and Discharge/Pump-

Out requirements (S)
6. Establish Owls Creek Watershed Conservation Group (S)
7. Develop an Area Marketing/Branding Plan (S)
8. Implement Area Signage and Way-Finding Campaign (S)

9. Complete “low hanging fruit” projects (area lighting 
improvements on S. Birdneck Rd. and Aquarium fence 
removal) (S)

High Priority
1. Coordinate with Land Owner(s) and Investment Partners 

for Development Areas (O) 
2. Develop business plan and funding strategy  
3. Market for potential tenants
4. Develop a Phasing Strategy
5. Develop Conceptual Design Plans for each Development 

Area (O)
6. Initiate a Market Feasibility Analysis for property based on 

conceptual designs (E)

Moderate Priority
1. Update utilities to support proposed development (O)
2. Provide environmental entitlements to support proposed 

development (O)
3. Solicit a Development Team RFQ/RFP (O)
4. Select a Development Team (O)
5. Contract Development Team (O)
6. Develop Design Documents for Construction (O)

Long Term Priority
1. Construct phased projects for each Development Area (O)
2. Implement Development Management Team (E)
3. Program City / Developer Events for Seasonal Activities (E) 

(IE: programming department for scheduling symposiums 
(limited special access). The Virginia Beach Convention 
Center could be a partner that would coordinate with 
new facilities including but limited to the Exhibit Building, 

Research Building and High-Tech Offices).
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Major Giving Initiatives

An organization’s ability to raise money is in direct proportion 
to the quality and dedication of its leadership to the mission. 
An organization that consistently attracts the funding it needs 
has a board that accepts fundraising as a major responsibility, 
despite any other governing duties. It only makes sense that if 
a board approves a program involving significant outlays, with 
the understanding that money has to be raised, then the same 
trustees must commit themselves to giving and getting.
Solicitation starts with the board. When these individuals have 
made proportionately generous contributions the organization 
will be far more successful in reaching out to and soliciting 
major gifts from the external constituency.  Of course, people 
make substantial gifts only after you’ve reached out, informed 
them of your work and meaningfully connected them to the 
organization’s mission.  

Critical to the success of any major giving initiative is employing 
a team of highly trained solicitors.  Key development staff 
members hold the primary responsibility for prioritizing 
prospects and focusing on top prospects first.  Professional 
fundraisers understand how to develop cultivation 
opportunities, how to properly steward donors, how to work 
with volunteers and, most importantly, how to solicit a major 
gift.  Regular face-to-face meetings are an essential part of 
fundraising success.

It is always best to begin your major donor initiative by 
examining your board and rating their potential to give. Wealth 
engine research is critical here. Asking below capacity, for 
example seeking only $1000 from each board member, often 
sets a ceiling on what can be a much higher gift.

STRATEGIC INITIATIVES FOR ESTABLISHING AND IMPLEMENTING 
A MAJOR GIFTS PROGRAM:

1. Review all current donors, inclusive of Board members
2. Create a qualified pool of prospects
3. Create opportunities to cultivate prospects

• Invite prospects to participate in hands-on field 
activities such as research excursions and stranding 
activities providing them special access to scientists, 
the media, and other VIP’s.

• Reach out to key social, environmental and business 
groups and invite them to hold their board or 
committee meetings at your facility.  

• Create a strategy to connect prospects to your 

mission through personalized and regular 
communication. 

4. Annual membership campaign
Membership campaigns should be designed to expand 
and nurture a reliable base of donors who renew their 
support year after year.  Philanthropy-driven, recognition-
based, membership campaigns are proven and effective 
tools used to convert prospects into donors, to increase 
the size of gifts, and to build and strengthen relationships. 
Membership campaigns should be integrated with 
the organization’s marketing and branding efforts, 
communications tools (such as newsletters, e-blasts, etc.) 
and social media initiatives.

5. Strategic initiatives for reviewing and revising membership 
campaign

6. Direct Mail
• Review and revise all renewal letters.
• Create yearly additional gift campaigns, to be sent to 

all donors (exclusive of renewal cycle).
• Make sure all direct mail pieces also include a 

specific URL so that donors can make a gift on-line. 
(A specific URL will allow you to track how many 
donors took this action.)

• Create a “sustainer program” and encourage current 
donors to make automatic donations to organization.

• Create monthly benchmarking report to review 
number of “new” donors, number of renewals 
(inclusive of rejoin/upgrade, etc.) and average gift 
size in order to evaluate the effectiveness of the 
direct mail solicitations.

• Review and if necessary revise stewardship process. 
7. On-line

• Rewrite and revise all development web pages to 
succinctly outline the mission and to define benefits 
of membership.

• Review and revise all automated thank you letters.
• Institute “donor path” strategy to capture e-mail 

addresses and snail mail addresses of visitors to 
website.

• Work with Interactive department or manager to 
set up accurate reporting process to determine how 
donations were solicited (direct mail, random visits, 
etc.)
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“Conservation means development as much as it does protection. I recognize the right and duty of this 

generation to develop and use the natural resources of our land; but I do not recognize the right to waste 

them, or to rob, by wasteful use, the generations that come after us.”
             -Theodore Roosevelt


